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EAGLE PAINTS UAE LLC

manufactures and distributes
a full range of products for
creating the perfect finish
for your homes and
surroundings.
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Our extensive range of decorative
paints is ideal for interior, exteriol
wooden, metal and various other
su rfaces.

These products range from water
based, solvent based and solvent free
coatings to give a long lasting and
visually appealing finish to surfaces.

We offer traditional decorative paints
like Emulsions, Acrylics and
Polyurethanes in a wide range of
colors.
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EMULSIONS
FANTASTIC INTERIORS / PREMIUM FINISHES

Our premium range of interior paints gives you great coverage
with minimal brush and roller marks that help keep your homes
looking beautiful for years to come.

EGG SHELL FINISH
Great to use for walls, eggshell finish has a slight hint of shine and
holds up better to cleaning.

SEMI.GLOSS SATIN FINISH
Lustrous, durable finish perfect for areas that get cleaned frequently.

FLAT FINISH
A non-reflective appearance that helps hide surface imperfections.
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ALL WEATHER TOUGH
EXTERIORS
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Our All Weather tough exterior paints
are designed for a long-lasting finish
that resists moisture, fading and
stains as well as corrosion and
provides a mildew resistant finish.

It delivers exceptional hide and
excellent touch-up while also
providing comprehensive all weather
protection.



PROTECTIVE COATINGS
QUICK DRY ENAMELS

EAGLE
PAINTS

EAGLE Paints UAE offers premium
high gloss quic,k drying enamels
designed for exterior and interior
a ppl ications where excel lent
durability, opacity, gloss retention and
resistance to wear and weathering is

required.

Our advanced formulation delivers
excellent coverage and fast drying
advantage giving a hard wearing finish
to timber, masonry and metal
substrates as well as light and heavy
duty industrial finishes.



SUPER JOINT
GYPSUM PANEL JOINT COMPOUND

SUPER BONDING

Strong Adhesion
Perfect Filling
Ready to Use

SUPER SANDING
Easy to Sand
Superior Workability
Lower Shrinkage

SUPER FINISH
Smooth Application
Excellent Finishing
Optimum Coat

SUPER JOINT
EAGLE Super Joint is a super quality jointing
compound in pre mixed, ready to use flexible
paste for gypsum paneljoints.

It has super[or workability and provides a high
quality smooth finish to correct surfaces,
fissures, cracks and corner beads in all type of
interior surfaces.
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